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I. INTRODUCTION 

Attempts to study or manipulate chemical processes in the condensed phases 
are inevitably complicated by the spectral broadening induced by the sur- 
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rounding medium. The intermolecular interactions provide a screen behind 
which much of the dynamics is masked and in addition produce new pro- 
cesses such as energy and momentum relaxation, dephasing, and coherence 
transfer that are specific to ensembles. Ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy [ 11 
gives the spectroscopist the capability to both see behind the mask of spec- 
tral broadening and, via echo spectroscopy, reveal the mechanisms and time 
scales involved in the broadening. The comparison of the low-resolution 
gas phase and room temperature hexane solution spectra of iodine in Fig. 1 
makes the obfuscation of linear spectra clear. Manipulation (see S. A. Rice, 
this volume, Perspectives on the Control of Quantum Many-Body Dynamics: 
Application to Chemical Reactions) and sensitive probing [ 11 of molecular 
dynamics both rely on the exploitation of superposition states (coherences). If 
a dephasing time is defined operationally as the inverse width of the solution 
spectrum, this corresponds to only a few femtoseconds, and it would seem 
that any attempt to use superposition states for the control or exploration of 
the electronic states (we discuss vibrational states later) of such a system 
would be futile. We will see that this may not necessarily be the case, but to 
follow the argument, we must first discuss spectral broadening in general. 

The spectral broadening may have both static and dynamic contributions. 
Static contributions to the line broadening can generally be removed by 
some form of nonlinear spectroscopy in either the time domain (e.g., echo 
spectroscopies) or the frequency domain (e.g., hole-burning spectroscopy). 
The time scale of the dynamical processes will, in general, limit the time 
scale on which the molecular dynamics can be followed in a deterministic, 
as opposed to statistical, manner. Consider, for example, two coupled elec- 
tronic states for which the coupling may be via the radiation field or perhaps 
via some exchange term leading to electron transfer. For sake of definite- 
ness we will consider the optically coupled case, but essentially identical 
considerations apply to optically initiated electron transfer, isomenzation, 
and so on. In the simplest description both states are coupled to a solvent 
“bath’ whose own relaxation is very much faster than that of the system. In 
this case irreversible dephasing occurs on a time scale given by T2 and the 
“homogeneous” linewidth [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] is given 
by Av = (aT2)-‘. The loss of information (memory of the Bohr frequency) 
commences immediately after the system is excited. Note also that in this 
model the bath influences the system but not vice versa. 

Such a time scale separation between system and bath may often be appro- 
priate when dealing with intramolecular vibrational motions of molecules but 
is likely never appropriate for electronic transitions in solution near room 
temperature. In the past 10 years much effort has been devoted to dynamical 
aspects of the solvation process in polar liquids utilizing experiments [2-4], 
theory [5, 61, and computer simulations of molecular dynamics [7-lo]. The 
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Figure 1. Top: A portion of the medium-resolution spectrum of the visible B c X 12 
absorption spectrum with assignments for the overlapping progressions for Y" = 0, 1,2. The 
upper state Y' values are indicated at the estimated band-head positions on the short-wavelength 
side of each transition; the band maxima are at the fop of the figure (From Ref. 53.) Bottom: 
The absorption spectrum of I2 in n-hexane. 

experiments are based on time resolving the fluorescence Stokes shift, that 
is, the shift in fluorescence frequency to longer wavelength as polar solvent 
molecules reorganize to accommodate the newly created excited-state charge 
distribution. The mere observation of such a shift makes the viewpoint of 
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an uninfluenceable solvent untenable, and it is immediately clear that both 
system and bath influence each other and must be dealt with consistently. 

Both experiments and theory show that solvation may proceed exceed- 
ingly rapidly. Figure 2 shows the fluorescence Stokes shift function s(?) for 
a coumarin dye in water obtained by experiment and simulation [4]. Here, 
S( t )  is a normalized function describing the progress toward equilibrium: 

where v ( t )  is a characteristic frequency of the fluorescence spectrum, for 
example, its first moment, at time t. The strongly bimodal character of the 
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Figure 2. Experimental and simulated fluorescence Stokes shift function S(r) for 
coumarin 343 in water. The curve marked Aq is a classical molecular dynamics simulation 
result using a charge distribution difference, calculated by semiempirical quantum chemical 
methods, between ground and excited states. Also shown is a simulation for a neutral atomic 
solute with the Lennard-Jones parameters of the water oxygen atom (9). (From Ref. 4.) 
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relaxation is typical for many liquids [2]. Aside from the good correspon- 
dence of the simulation and experiment, it is noteworthy how rapid the initial 
phase of the relaxation is. More than 50% of the relaxation is complete in 
less than 55 fs. As far as the experimental fluorescence data or the extracted 
response shown in Fig. 2 reveal, we are observing an irreversible relaxation 
toward equilibrium. For the ensemble of fluorescing dye molecules this is 
certainly true. However, initially simulation [7-101 followed by theory [5, 
61 and finally by experiment [ 2 4  shows that most and probably all of the 
rapid (-50 fs in water and -100 fs in alcohols) relaxation is Gaussian in 
nature. it results from free, inertial, small-amplitude motions of the solvent 
molecules within the potential wells that they initially occupy. This relax- 
ation is then reversible in the sense that each individual molecule is evolving 
freely, without dissipation, during this period. It is simply the ensemble-aver- 
aging effect of the broad distribution in frequencies that leads to the appar- 
ently irreversible relaxation. Following the sharp break in the response, the 
solvent begins to restructure itself (motion now occurs between wells), and 
energy flows irreversibly into the solvent and the behavior is now dissipa- 
tive. These remarks can be made much more quantitative and formal, for 
example, via instantaneous normal-mode models [ll-131; however, for the 
present we simply summarize the points of this discussion: Broad and fea- 
tureless absorption spectra do not necessarily imply that all information of 
the optical transition frequency is dissipated irreversibly on the time scale 
of 2 r  Au, where Av is the spectral width. This lack of dissipation during 
the initial solvation epoch is of significance for chemical processes in which 
coherent contributions can be important. Examples are electron or energy 
transfer processes mediated by “bridge” states. Experiments that monitor the 
duration of the ultrafast (reversible) epoch of the system-bath interactions 
will be described in detail in this review, but first we turn from the electronic 
motions to the nuclear dynamics of solute molecules. 

it is perhaps not surprising that an ultrashort pulse applied to a discrete 
spectrum such as the upper I2 spectrum in Fig. 1 will produce a signal with 
modulation frequencies characteristic of the energy differences in the spec- 
trum. It is a little less obvious that the same effect will occur in cases where 
the spectrum looks like the lower I2 spectrum of Fig. 1, that is, diffuse and 
devoid of structure. The key in both cases is that femtosecond laser pulses 
are shorter than the periods of lower frequency (hundreds of reciprocol cen- 
timeter) molecular vibrations. Thus excitation produces wavepackets in the 
excited state (and “holes” in the ground state). Figure 3 sketches the inter- 
actions leading to vibrational superpositions in the excited and ground states 
and shows that following the two interactions with the light field the excited 
and ground states are effectively decoupled from each other, and coherent 
vibrational motion can be observed even in the presence of very large distri- 
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Figure 3. Field-matter interactions for a pair of electronic states. The zero and first 
excited vibrational levels are shown for each state ( A ) .  The fields are resonant with the elec- 
tronic transitions. A horizontal bar represents an eigenstate. and a solid (dashed) vertical arrow 
represents a single field-matter interaction on a ket (bra) state. (See Refs. 1 and 54 for more 
details.) A single field-matter interaction creates an electronic superposition (coherence) state 
( B )  that decays by electronic dephasing. Two interactions with positive and negative frequen- 
cies create electronic populations ( C )  or vibrational coherences either in the excited (D)  or in 
the ground ( E )  electronic states. In the latter cases ( D  and E )  the evolution of coherence is 
decoupled from electronic dephasing. and the coherences decay by the vibrational dephasing 
process. 

butions of ground-excited electronic energy gaps. The diagram also shows 
that both excited- and ground-state vibrational superpositions will inevitably 
be generated by vibrationally abrupt excitation. 

The pumpprobe signals generated by wavepackets are surprisingly com- 
plicated even in a diatomic molecule. Temperature plays an important role 
in making the ground-state pumpprobe signal tend toward pure classical 
behavior. In particular, Jonas et al. [14] showed that bpgg (the pump-induced 
change in the ground state density operator) tends toward a negative operator 
(“pure ground-state hole”) with increasing temperature, meaning that many 
room temperature pumpprobe signals can be broken down into ground and 
excited contributions, each signal being characterized with a definite sign 
with respect to zero modulation of the probe light. 

Wavepacket motion is now routinely observed in systems ranging from 
the very simple to the very complex. In the latter category, we note 
that coherent vibrational motion on functionally significant time scales has 
been observed in the photosynthetic reaction center [15], bacteriorhodopsin 
[16], rhodopsin [17], and light-harvesting antenna of purple bacteria (LHl) 
[18-201. Particularly striking are the results of Zadoyan et al. [21] on the 
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caging of iodine in solid krypton matrices where very rapid energy relax- 
ation occurs with significant retention of vibrational phase. Indeed, at low 
temperature, iodine molecules re-formed as a result of rebounding from the 
krypton cage partly retain the phase of the initially excited molecule for times 
up to 4 ps. These studies clearly challenge the conventional descriptions of 
vibrational and electronic relaxation based on the optical Bloch equations. 
The observation of vibrational quantum beats has generally been taken to 
imply that vibrational energy relaxation is slow. Is this generally so, or do 
relaxation pathways neglected at the optical Bloch level, that is, coherence 
transfer terms, play an important role? A related question raised by the exper- 
iments is: Can vibrational coherence be created in a reactive event (e.g., 
curve crossing) even if the initial state has little or no coherence, or does 
such an observation imply a coherently vibrating reactant? Further, can a 
nonadiabatic process lead to coherence in the product or does this require 
that the process proceed on a single electronic surface? If strong electronic 
coupling is required for coherence to be created in the product, are electronic 
recurrences to be expected in addition to the vibrational beats? Finally, if a 
vibrational wavepacket is observed in the reactant but not the product, does 
this mean that the coherent motion is not important in the reaction? These 
questions have been addressed in a series of papers by Jean [22-251 based on 
applications of multilevel Redfield theory [26]. Jean shows that coherence 
transfer effects are critical for the interpretation of many femtosecond trans- 
ient absorption experiments. Thus, again the standard picture used to describe 
condensed-phase dynamics requires revision. At this point, it is appropriate 
to attempt to avoid a semantic confusion that often arises from the use of such 
phrases as “vibrationally coherent reaction.” The observation of coherence 
[i.e., a temporally modulated signal with a frequency characteristic of the 
nuclear motion(s)] is a feature of the way the experiment is performed, that 
is, with short pulse excitation and detection. However, the fact that coherent 
behavior can be observed reveals information on curve crossing, dephasing, 
and relaxation dynamics that is relevant no matter how the reaction is initi- 
ated. 

Having described how standard pictures of condensed-phase dynamics are 
under revision, largely as a result of the fruitful interplay of ultrafast spectros- 
copy with theory and simulation, we now turn to more detailed descriptions 
of intramolecular nuclear motion (Section 11). Following a brief discussion 
of Redfield theory, two experimental systems-iodine in hexane solutions 
and the bacterial light-harvesting antenna LHl-are used as illustrations. In 
Section I11 we discuss how nuclear motions modulate electronic energy gaps. 
After establishing the basic concepts, the results from experimental studies 
are described. We conclude with a brief survey of the implications of the 
results and concepts presented in these two sections. 
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11. VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS 

A. Multilevel Redfield Theory 

The observations of vibrational coherence in optically initiated reactions 
described above clearly show that the standard assumption of condensed- 
phase rate theories-that there is a clear time scale separation between vibra- 
tional dephasing and the nonadiabatic transition-is clearly violated in these 
cases. The observation of vibrational beats has generally been taken to imply 
that vibrational energy relaxation is slow. This viewpoint is based on the opti- 
cal Bloch equations applied to two-level systems. In this model, the total 
dephasing rate is given by 

or 

depending on whether the lower level is infinitely long-lived or not. Here 
T I ,  and Ttb are the population lifetime of levels a and b and T :  is the pure 
dephasing time. Thus T2 can never exceed 2Tl or 

A more general approach is required to interpret the current experiments, 
Jean and co-workers have developed multilevel Redfield theory into a ver- 
satile tool for describing ultrafast spectroscopic experiments [22-251. In this 
approach, terms neglected at the Bloch level play an important role: for 
example, coherence transfer terms that transform a coherence between lev- 
els i and j into a coherence between levels j and k (Jk - il = 2 )  or between 
levels k and 1 ( I l  - j l  = 2, )k - j l  = 2) and couplings between populations 
and coherences. Coherence transfer processes can often compete effectively 
with vibrational relaxation and dephasing processes, as shown in Fig. 4 for 
a single harmonic well, initially prepared in a superposition of levels 6 and 
7. The lower panel shows the population of levels 6 and 7 as a function 
of time, whereas the upper panels display off-diagonal density matrix ele- 
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Figure 4. Time dependence of selected density matrix elements for a harmonic oscil- 
lator obtained using the full Redfield tensor. The oscillator is described by o = 100 cm-I, 
Tl(1 -0) = 2.0 ps, and T;(A.n = 1) = w, where n denotes vibrational levels. The system is 
initially prepared in a superposition of levels 6 and 7. (a) p67; (b) p34; (c)  p o l ;  ( d )  dashed 
line, pw and the solid line, p77. (From Ref. 24.) 

ments. Clearly, significant coherence is preserved on time scales much longer 
than the population relaxation of the initially formed levels. The presence of 
pure dephasing does not destroy the coherence transfer since the concomitant 
two-phonon relaxation process enhances coherence transfer. Anharmonicity 
will reduce the degree of coherence that can be transferred down a well, but 
as calculations with double-well systems show [24, 251, it is not likely to 
remove the effect entirely. Thus the generally made assumption that observa- 
tion of oscillatory contributions to pumpprobe or fluorescence data implies 
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slow vibrational energy relaxation may not be generally supportable. Con- 
versely, it may often be possible to perform experiments relying on coherent 
nuclear motion even in the presence of significant vibrational energy relax- 
ation. The Redfield approach has been applied to various two-state problems 
that can be considered as simplified models for bond breaking, isomeriza- 
tion [25], electron transfer 122, 231, or energy transfer 127). Figure 5 shows 
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Figure 5. Quantum dynamics for an asymmetric double well under coherent or thermal 

pre arations. Vertical energy separation between the two wells (Ar) is 300 cm', o = 100 
cmp, J = 50 cml , TI (1 - 0) = 2.8 ps. and T;(An = 1) = 6.0 ps. (-) Coherent preparation; 
(---) thermal preparation. (a) Nonequilibrium population dynamics of the initially prepared 
electronic state. (b) Product coordinate trajectory, (Qz(t)). (c)  Vibrational contribution to the 
product coordinate, (Q2(t) - A2). The crossing of the diabatic surfaces occurs at Q = -1.10. 
(From Ref. 24.) 
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results for an asymmetric double-well system in which the initial state is 
prepared in one of two ways: (1) coherently vibrating or (2) with a thermal 
density matrix at t = 0. These two cases correspond to short-pulse excitation 
when the excited state is or is not significantly displaced from the ground 
state. For example, in the former case, if the bond length is significantly 
longer in the excited state than in the ground state, the initial wavepacket will 
be created near the left turning point of the excited-state potential and will 
immediately commence to move. By contrast, for very small displacement(s) 
the initially excited-state wavepacket produced by a short pulse will closely 
resemble the equilibrium distribution of both states and will not move. The 
calculations in Fig. 5 use a 20-fs pulse and demonstrate that coherence 
(i.e., oscillatory behavior in the ensemble-averaged value of the coordinate 
in the product state, (Qz(r))) is created for both initial conditions, that is, 
even when the initial state does not contain coherence. The product coher- 
ence persists as relaxation proceeds within the product to levels well below 
the crossing region proceeds, again demonstrating the role of coherence 
transfer. 

Such effects are very clearly demonstrated in the calculation of Jean [25] 
on a model for barrierless isomerization, intended to capture some of the 
essential features of isomerization in rhodopsins [17]. A 25-fs pulse pop- 
ulates the initial state and Fig. 6 shows the decay of population of that 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Time (ps) 

Figure 6. Population decay of the initial state in a barrierless double-well system cal- 
culated using multilevel Redfield theory [25]. The vibrational frequency is 60 ern'. (-) 
Coherent preparation of the initial state; (---) thermal preparation of the initial state. (see Ref. 
25 for more details). (From Ref. 25.) 
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state again for initially coherent or thermal (i.e., zero displacement from the 
ground state) systems. In both cases the population decays essentially irre- 
versibly with an l/e time of -190 fs for coherent preparation and -240 fs in 
the thermally prepared case. In both cases coherent motion is generated in the 
product. The coherence persists for -2 ps whereas energy relaxation occurs 
in -600 fs, which accounts for the lack of electronic recurrences in Fig. 6 and 
the irreversible nature of the reaction. The curve-crossing dynamics is shown 
pictorially in Fig. 7, which shows the coordinate probability distributions for 
reactant and product at various times. The product has lost a substantial frac- 
tion of energy to the bath after only a quarter of a vibrational period (0.14 ps) 
while the distribution of coordinates remains reasonably localized for about 
two periods. 

To summarize, Jean shows that coherence can be created in a product as a 
result of nonadiabatic curve crossing even when none exists in the reactant 
[24, 251. In addition, vibrational coherence can be preserved in the prod- 
uct state to a significant extent during energy relaxation within that state. 
In barrierless processes (e.g., an isomerization reaction) irreversible popu- 
lation transfer from one well to another occurs, and coherent motion can 
be observed in the product regardless of whether the initially excited state 
was prepared vibrationally coherent or not [24]. It seems likely that these 
ideas are crucial in interpreting the ultrafast spectroscopy of rhodopsins [17], 
where coherent motion in the product is directly observed. Of course there 
may be many systems in which relaxation and dephasing are much faster 
in the product than the reactant. In these cases lack of observation of prod- 
uct coherence does not rule out formation of the product in an essentially 
ballistic manner. 

B. Experimental Studies 

Two experimental systems will be briefly described to illustrate some of 
the ideas presented in the previous section. The examples span the range 
of system complexity from a diatomic molecule (12) [28] to a supramolec- 
ular pigment-protein complex (the core light-harvesting antenna of photo- 
synthetic bacteria, LH1 [18, 191). 

excited state, dissoci- 
ation and recombination processes occur. The dissociation is the result of 
solvent-induced curve crossing to the dissociative 2 state, the recombination 
a result of momentum reversals arising from “collisions” with the surround- 
ing solvent molecules. Eigenstates of the state will decay in a continuous 
manner, whereas wavepackets-if the curve-crossing probability is less than 
unity-dezay in a stepwise manner, giving rise to successive pulses of prod- 
uct. The B and ii curves cross near the center of the h state, whereas the 
B state wavepacket is initially created near the left turning point; thus there 

In solution when iodine is excited to the bound 
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Figure 7. Reaction coordinate probability distributions at the indicated times (in units of 

the vibrational frequency, 60 cm-I). (--) Reactant diabatic state; (---) product diabatic state. 
The distribution at t = 0 is divided by a factor of 3. The positions of the distributions on the 
vertical axis are determined by the average vibrational energy for that state. (From Ref. 25.) 

will be two exits per state vibrational period, one on the outward passage 
and a second as the contracting molecule passes through the crossing again. 
In this latter case the separated atoms are initially launched with the wrong 
sign for their momentum and have to reverse their direction to break the 
bond [29]. 
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The use of wavepacket spectroscopy to follow the solvent-induced disso- 
ciation of iodine in solution has been described in detail by Scherer, Jonas, 
and co-workers [18, 28, 301. Recently the role of the solvent in inducing 
the curve crossing has been examined by simulation [29]. Remarkably, the 
experiments show that the wavepacket survives the solvent-induced curve 
crossing an$ appears intact (i.e., the atoms are separating ballistically) up to 
at least 4 A separation [28]. The simulations imply that destruction of the 
wavepacket by the solvent “cage” (polarizable Ar atoms in this case) occurs 
between 1-1 separation of 5-6 A [29]. 

Figure 8 shows the polarization-detected pump-probe signal for iodine 
in hexane solution for a probe wavelength of 475 nm. The signal contains 
both ground and excited (2i to a charge transfer state 11291) contributions. The 
excited-state signal appears after a delay of 220 fs, which corresponds to a 
bond length of 3.75 A. Singular-value decomposition yields a frequency of 
102 cm-’ for the excited-state signal, very similar to the 6 state vibrational 
frequency. This is the expected value for a single exit per 8 state period 
rather than the two discussed above. The simulations of Ben-Nun et al. [29] 
for IZ in polarizable rare-gas solvents shed light on this issue. Figure 9 shows 
histograms of the population on the 2i state at four times chosen such that the 
mean intermolecular separation is 4 A 1291. In accord with the experimental 
results, population takes -200 fs to appear in this region (lower panel). As the 
dissociative population moves out along the 2i state it starts to spread (sec- 
ond panel of Fig. 9). This is the result of the two effects: the repulsive form 
of the potential and the almost immediate onset of the interaction with the 
surrounding solvent. The appearance of the second burst of the dissociative 
population (third panel of Fig. 9) occurs later than-one might expect for two 
reasons. First the motion in the outer half of the B state is slowed by inter- 
action with the solvent, compared to that in the inner half of the potential. 
Second the dissociation generates population moving toward shorter bond 
lengths. In fact, a close examination of even versus odd dissociative distri- 
butions shows that the latter are somewhat less localized than the former. 
This we attribute to the longer time spent on the 5 state before arriving in 
the probing window for even curve-crossing events. Finally, a thifd product 
burst appears, following motion to the inner turning point of the B state and 
motion back out to the crossing point (upper panel in_Fig. 9). The combina- 
tion of the more rapid motion on the inner half of the B state and the fact that 
the 2i state is now launched with momentum in the stretching direction makes 
the third exit population overlap significantly with the second exit popula- 
tion. We believe that this is why the experimental fits appear consistent with 
a single exit per period [28, 291. 

Thus simulation and experiment provide a consistent picture of the disso- 
ciation: The wavepacket, whose motion is influenced by both the intramolec- 
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Figure 8. Top: Transient dichroism signal of I2 in n-hexane. Bottom: Linear prediction 
singular-value decomposition (LP-SVD) for the pump and probe wavelengths of 580 and 475 
nm, respectively. Note the overall delay of the negative signal, which is modulated by the B 
state frequency. (From Ref. 28.) 
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Figure 9. Histograms of the ii state population vs. atom-atom separation at four time 

points. Different shadings are used to represent the different exits from B at the ii state. (In 
binning the results each trajectory is weighted by its population.) Shown are the first three exits 
(black, gray, and blank), which correspond to the first three steps as described in the text. The 
time periods at which the first, third, and fourth panels are drawn is such that the first, secon!, 
and third dissociative populations have reached an average intramolecular separation of -4 A. 
(This distance is about the upper limit of the experimental probing window [29].) The initial 
localized n_ature of the dissociative population is a direct result of the vibrational localization on 
the parent B state. Evidence for the spreading of the population of the 7r state is apparent already 
60 fs after the first appearance of population at a distance of 4 8, (second panel). This is due 
both to the repulsive anharmonic shape of the ii potential and to the cage of the surrounding 
liquid atoms. As time evolves, the spreading in the population becomes more pronounced, 
and in the third and fourth panels one observes trajectories that reversed the sign of their 
momentum. The time instants (190, 480, and 540 fs) at which the dissociative populations 
ypear at a distance of 4 A are not equ_ally spaced. This is due to both the asymmetry of the 
B state dynamics with respect to the B-ii curve crossing point and the negative momentum 
with which even-numbered ii states are being spawned. (From Ref. 29.) 
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ular potential and solvent, splits on each passage through the region of the 
B/ii state crossing point. The newly formed dissociative packet continues 
unhindered for several angstroms before caging occurs. The origin of the 
solvent-induced coupling of the B and ii states (which are of u and g sym- 
metry, respectively) is not fully settled. One possibility [3 11 is that the static 
electronic field of the solvent couples to an electric dipole transition from the 
B to ii state at the crossing point of the surfaces. An alternative model uses 
an analogy with collision-induced predissociation in gas phase systems [3 11. 
In either case the matrix element coupling the states should be proportional 
to the solvent polarizability and inversely proportional to the sixth power 
of the iodine-solvent separation. As simulations show, the combination of 
packing (i.e., radial distribution functions) and changes in polarizability can 
produce complex effects [31]. A detailed discussion of these effects is given 
in Ref. 31. 

We now turn to a system of much greater complexity, the core light-har- 
vesting protein of purple photosynthetic bacteria, LH1. This complex forms 
a highly symmetric circular structure that is believed to surround the reac- 
tion center, thus providing excitation energy to the special pair [32], with 
which to initiate primary photosynthetic electron transfer. The structure of 
LH1 has been determined to only 8.5 A resolution; however, a high-reso- 
lution structure of the related LH2 protein is available and allows detailed 
structural conclusions to be drawn. The crystals of LHl form circular rings 
containing 32 bacteriochlorophyll (Bchl) molecules with a radius of 48 A to 
the center of the Bchls. Exceedingly rapid energy migration occurs around 
the ring and can be followed by fluorescence polarization spectroscopy [18]. 
The fluorescence anisotropy is defined as 

In a simple system the initial value of r, r(O), will be 0.4, and as orientation 
within the plane of the ring is lost, the anisotropy will fall to 0.1. Figure 10 
shows the fluorescence anisotropy for LHl in a mutant system containing 
only this protein, recorded via fluorescence up conversion [18]. The major 
decay component has a time constant of 110 fs. A slower component is also 
present in the anisotropy, and it is also apparent that the final value is a lit- 
tle less than 0.1 expected for randomization in a plane. Both of these effects 
most likely result from a small distribution (-250 cm-' ) in site energies in the 
ring. We have modeled the anisotropy decay for an inhomogeneous ring sys- 
tem in which incoherent hopping takes places between 16 dimers comprising 
the ring. Support for the dimer model can be obtained from the LH2 struc- 
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Figure 10. The raw experimental fluorescence anisotropy function r(r) derived from the 

parallel and the perpendicular (with respect to the pump polarization) fluorescence signals 
from M2192 membrane, a mutant LHl antenna system devoid of peripheral antenna (LH2) 
and reaction centers. The membrane is excited at 860 nm and detected at 943 nm. (From Ref. 
18.) 

ture in which an alternating spacing between Bchl molecules is found [33]. 
We have investigated an exciton model including inhomogeneous broaden- 
ing (“diagonal disorder”). This disorder produces some localization even at 
low temperature, and while we have not yet included phonons in the calcu- 
lation, we propose 118, 341 that a model of hopping between dimers is likely 
to be appropriate at physiological temperatures. This dimer-hopping model 
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Figure 11. Magic-angle time-resolved fluorescence from M2 192 membranes excited at 
860 nm and detected at 943 nm (dots) and fits with (solid) and without (dashed) damped 
cosinusoid. Inset shows oscillations in more detail. Top: Residuals to fit: upper panel shows 
residual to fit without cosine term and a line showing the cosine term that is added into the sec- 
ond fit form; the lower panel shows the residuals to a full fit including the damped cosinusoid. 
(From Ref. 18.) 

yields a hopping time between dimers of 80 fs. A noticeable aspect of the 
anisotropy decay in Fig. 10 is that no oscillations are evident. Yet both par- 
allel and perpendicular decay curves show pronounced oscillations that pre- 
sumably cancel in the construction of r(t). Figure 11 shows the magic angle 
decay in which oscillations with a frequency of -105 cm-' are clearly evi- 
dent. A similar frequency (1 10 cm-') was observed by Chachisvilis et al. in 
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pumpprobe studies of LHl [19]. The absence of such beats in the anisotropy 
decay indicate that the oscillations arise from nuclear wavepacket motion, 
just as in iodine, rather than electronic recurrences. The striking feature of 
the beats, however, is that they persist for at least 500 fs (l/e time), much 
longer than the hopping time scale extracted above. Just as in the diatomic 
system, then, the nuclear coherence survives the reactive event, in this case 
energy transfer. Thus, again, in the language of Redfield theory, coherence 
transfer terms are important and vibrational relaxation and dephasing are not 
rapid compared to the energy transfer process. The coherence transfer is sim- 
ply a result of the energy transfer being rapid compared to the vibrational 
period. Once the total elapsed time scale (e.g., two to three hops) becomes 
equal to about half a period, the nuclear coordinate will have sampled the 
full range of coordinates prior to the next hop and no vibrational coherence 
will remain. This qualitative argument is borne out quantitatively in the cal- 
culations of Jean and Heming 2241 and Jean I251 described above. 

The origin of the lOS-cm-' mode is not known with certainty, but it is 
tempting to associate it with intradimer motion as is done for the very similar 
frequency observed in the special pair of reaction centers [Is]. Remarkably, 
Vos et al. 1151 and Chachisvilis et al. [191 find that damping rate is indepen- 
dent of temperature. The absence of pure dephasing on a picosecond time 
scale is unexpected and implies very weak coupling of this motion to the 
protein photons. 

To summarize, we find that for two very different systems coherent 
nuclear motion can survive surface-hopping events and persist in condensed- 
phase systems for comparatively long times. We now turn to a discussion of 
how nuclear motion influences electronic energy gaps. 

III. SYSTEM-BATH INTERACTIONS 

A. Line Shape Function 

The approach here is based on the work of Mukamel [l], to which the reader 
is referred for a much more complete description. Consider an optical tran- 
sition between the ground and excited states of a chromophore in solution. 
The optical transition frequency of the ith chromophore can be written as 

where (oeg) is the average transition frequency, Awi(t)  a fluctuating term 
induced by both intramolecular and solvent degrees of freedom, and E i  is a 
static offset from the mean as a result of the local environment of chro- 
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mophore i. In general, it may not be possible to separate Awi(t) and 
and we will return to this point later. The average (we& is taken over the 
whole ensemble so that e i  is zero centered. It is generally assumed that 
the fluctuating term is common to all chromophores, in which case one can 
speak of “homogeneous” dephasing: Ao(t) = Awi(t). Two points are worth 
noting here: First, the initial dynamics of A@(?) are Gaussian, and in this 
sense the system evolves inhomogeneously at short times; this is of major 
significance in interpreting echo experiments. Second, in comparing echo 
measurements to fluorescence Stokes shift experiments, which also probe 
chromophore-solvent dynamics, the fluorescence measurements do not aver- 
age over the ensemble and are thus independent of the parameter ei. 

The correlation of Aw(t),  M( t ) ,  plays a key role in the description of 
experiments and also enables connections to be established between different 
types of experiments: 

(7) 
1 

M ( t )  = (Au(t)Ao(O)) = - (6 AE(t)GAE(O)) 
A2 

where 

is the Heisenberg operator of the fluctuating energy difference between the 
ground and excited states. [Here h,(h,) is the nuclear Hamiltonian of the 
excited (ground) state.] The term M ( t )  as written in Eq. (7) is complex. 

In the response function formalism developed by Mukamel [l], all 
four wave-mixing spectroscopies are described by four response functions, 
RI  , . . . , R d ,  and their complex conjugates. Double-sided Feynman diagrams 
are shown in Fig. 12 representing these response functions. The response 
functions in turn are described by a single line shape function g ( t )  given 
by 

The real and imaginary parts of g(t)  are related to each other by the quantum 
fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The imaginary part of g(t) gives the energy 
shift induced by the Stokes shift, whereas a purely real g( t )  gives spectral 
broadening but no progressive relaxation to, for example, longer fluorescence 
frequencies as solvation proceeds. 
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Figure 12. Two-level system (excited, le), and ground, 18) states) double-sided Feynman 
diagrams for third-order nonlinear optical spectroscopies in the rotating-wave approximation. 
The left and right vertical lines represent the ket and bra of the density matrix, respectively. 
Time increases from bottom to top. The arrows on the left and right vertical lines represent the 
field-matter interactions with either positive (0) or negative (-a) Fourier components on the 
ket and bra states, respectively. (For a complete description of the Feynman diagrams, refer to 
Refs. 1 and 7.) Here, S denotes the resulting third-order signal polarization; pij represents a 
nonzero density matrix element during the time interval. After the second field-matter inter- 
action, Rl and R2 create an excited-state population while R3 and R4 create a ground-state 
population. 

To establish the connection between M(t)  and the fluorescence Stokes shift 
function S(t) defined in Eq. (l), we first rewrite S(t) as 

AE(i) - AE(-) 

AE(0) - AE(<-) 
S(t) = - 

where AE(t) is the time-dependent energy difference between ground and 
excited states and is directly proportional to the center fluorescence fre- 
quency as in Eq. (I). The energy difference operator can be divided into 
an average value and a fluctuating part: 

Linear response theory 1351 then leads to 

where the response function G(r) is an antisymmetrized correlation function 
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It will also be useful to define the symmetrized correlation function C(t): 

and to introduce a spectral density p f o ) :  

where 6 ( w )  is the Fourier-Laplace transform of the response function, 

c ( w )  = f: dtexp(iwt)G(t) 

The definition of the spectral density [a. ( 1 3 1  allows to connect the var- 
ious correlation functions relevant to spectral broadening and spectral diffu- 
sion. For example, the fluorescence Stokes shift function S(t) can be written 
as 

where the normalization constant X is identical to the solvent reorganization 
energy: 

Thus we see that the first moment of the spectral density multiplied by A 
is the reorganization energy (i.e., one half of the Stokes shift magnitude), 
whereas the time dependence of the first moment of p ( w )  corresponds to the 
fluorescence Stokes shift. Thus the time dependence of S(t) is determined 
entirely by the spectral density. At high temperature [i.e., when p(w ) contains 
frequencies less than 2ke TI, S(r) becomes the classical correlation function 
[36] used by many previous authors [7-lo]. This follows from 
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where @ = l /kBT,  so that 

In this limit S(t) and the normalized form of M ( t )  [Eq. (7)] are identical, and 
we will simply use S(t) from now on. 

Turning to the line shape function g(t) ,  it may be written in general as 

1 
g(t) = 5 1; d7 d7’{C(7’) - iG(7’)) (21) 

or in terms of the spectral density 

tto 
2ksT 

g(t )=  -$+I,” dwp(w)coth - [ 1 - cos(ot)] + i j; dop(o) sin(wt) 

Thus Eqs. (17) and (22) establish the explicit correlation between the flu- 
orescence Stokes shift function and the line-broadening function that gives 
linear absorption and emission spectra via 

where the star denotes complex conjugate. 
Thus if p(w), or at high temperature S(t), is known, then all linear and 

third-order resonant nonlinear spectroscopies can be calculated. In practice 
this can be quite a laborious task when finite laser pulses are included in the 
calculation [37]. In the following section we explore the reverse procedure, 
that is, attempts to obtain S(t) and p ( w )  from experiment. 
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B. Echo Spectroscopies 

Figure 13 shows a general arrangement for carrying out four- or six-wave 
mixing spectroscopy. The ultrashort pulses are incident on the sample, and 
a variety of signals are generated in different phase-matched directions. An 
exceedingly useful aspect of the double-sided Feynman diagrams (Fig. 12) is 
that (when time ordering of the pulses is enforced) they can be used by sim- 
ple inspection to determine which response functions contribute to a signal 
in a particular direction. 

Pulses of 16 fs duration and energies up to 40 nJ are generated at repe- 

BS1 BS2 

Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 3 P%) 

Figure 13. Top: Schematic of the experimental setup showing the signal phase matching 
directions: BSI and BS2.40 and 50% beamsplitters, respectively; lens, 10 cm focal length, A 
(2kl - k2) and A' (-kl + 2k2). two-pulse photon echo signals generated from pulses I and 
2; B (kl - k2 + k3) and B' (-kl + k2 + k3). three-pulse photon echo and transient grating 
signals generated from pulses I ,  2, and 3; F (2kl - 2k2 + k3) and F' (-2kl + 2k2 + k3). 
fifth-order three-pulse photon echo signals. Transient grating and three-pulse echo experiments 
differ only in the delays between the pulses. Bottom: Time ordering of the pulse sequences 
for three-pulse photon echo measurements (T > 0 case). The symbols T and T denote the 
center-to-center distances between the pulse pairs ( I ,  2) and (2, 3), respectively. 
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tition rates up to 1 MHz from a cavity-dumped titanium-sapphire laser. To 
minimize thermal gratings and interference from higher order signals, pulses 
are attenuated to -1 nJ before the beamsplitters, and a repetition rate of 152 
kHz is typically used [37]. 

The first type of experiment we describe is a stimulated three-pulse echo 
(3PE) peak shift measurement. In this experiment, the two echo signals sym- 
metrically placed at -kl + k2 + k3 and kl - k2 + k3 are recorded simul- 
taneously. A sequence of such signals recorded at different values of the 
population period T is shown in Fig. 14 (see Fig. 12; during the period T, 
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Figure 14. The 3PE signals for IR144 in ethanol in two different phase-matching direc- 

tions, -ki + k2 + k3 (solid line) and ki - k2 + k3 (dashed line); (a)  T = 0 fs, (b) T = 40 fs, 
and (c)  T = 1.3 ps. 
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the system propagates according to a diagonal density matrix element pee or 
pgg). First note that the signals are time-reversed images of each other and do 
not peak at zero delay. The purpose of measuring both signals is to determine 
the shift of the peak of their signals from zero delay with high precision. In 
Fig. 14, the shift from zero can be measured to kO.3 fs (SO0 as!). Second, 
note that the shift decreases for increasing values of the population period 
T. The shift arises from the fundamental asymmetry of the two sides of the 
echo signal and reflects the potential for rephasing, that is, the degree of 
retention of memory of the transition frequency. The shift occurs because 
the signal involves an integration over the time period t’ (see Fig. 12) 

To see why this is so, consider two further figures. In Fig. 15, we show 
two Feynman diagrams: The right-hand one represents the situation when 
pulse 2 arrives before pulse 1 (7 c 0), whereas the left hand diagram is 
for 7 > 0. Only for 7 > 0 are the two coherence periods complex conju- 
gates (Ig)(el, le)(gl) of each other. For 7 c 0 no rephasing is possible. Now 
consider Fig. 16, which shows the absolute square of a rephasing diagram 
for different (positive) values of 7 as a function of t’. Clearly the area under 
these curves initially increases with 7 before beginning to decrease as a result 
of irreversible dephasing. On the other hand, no such increase in area occurs 

2>0 2<0 
Figure 15. Feynman diagrams for T > 0 where rephasing is possible and 7 < 0 where 

rephasing is not possible. Note that for T > 0 the density matrix element during T and r’ are 
complex conjugate of each other, but they have the same phase for T < 0. 
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Figure 16. Demonstration of the peak shift to nonzero T values in a three-pulse echo 
signal (3PE vs. 7) .  The rephasing response function IRI 1’ is plotted vs. 1’ for several different 
i values. The signal is calculated using a near critically damped Brownian oscillator model 
M ( f ) ;  the coupling strength (A), frequency (w) ,  and damping (7) of the Brownian oscillator are 
200, 115, and 240 cm-’, respectively. Here, T is set to zero. For small T values, the curve is 
peaked at t’ = T as a result of rephasing. Note that the area under each curve (i.e., the echo 
signal integrated over t’) initially increases with increasing T as a result of the rephasing even 
though the maximum value of the rephasing function decreases (From Ref. 37.) 

for the nonrephasing (7 < 0) response function, and as a result the echo 
is asymmetric as long as rephasing is possible. When rephasing is no 
longer possible, the two sides (7 > 0, 7 c 0) of the integrated echo 
signal will be identical and the peak shift will be zero. Thus a plot of 
peak shift versus T maps out the loss of rephasing ability as a function of 
time. 

Of course, it is possible to be much more quantitative. One approach is 
to model S(t) or p(w)  and fit the parameters to the experimental data. In the 
course of many such simulations we observed that the peak shift from zero 
time, 7*(7‘), was very similar to the S(t)  function itself. 

By making a short-time approximation with respect to the first delay 
period 7, it is possible to obtain approximate analytical expressions for 7*(T>, 
which turn out to be very accurate for times longer than the bath correlation 
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time [38]. To begin, the three-pulse photon echo signal for 7 > 0 is written 
in the impulsive limit as 

~ 3 p E ( 7 ,  T ) =  JI dr’ I(t’ -- ~)exp(-2Re[g*(~) - g(T) + g*(t’) + g*(7 + T )  

+ g(T + t’) - g*(T + T + t’)]}  (26) 

where I (  t’ - 7 )  represents the inhomogeneous contribution to the response 
function: 

where Ain is the width of the inhomogeneous distribution [i.e., the FWHM 

In Ref. 38 expressions for 7*(T)  are given without making a high-temper- 
ature approximation. In the following, however, we assume that 2ksT > Aw. 
When the inhomogeneous width is very small, 7 * ( T )  becomes (in the high- 
temperature and impulsive limits) 

off(€) = 2 d G T A i n ] .  

where I’ = 2X/A2@ andf(T) = (x/A)2[1 - C(T)/C(0)I2. In this case a plot 
of 7* versus T should be identical to S(r) for times greater than the bath 
correlation time, aside from a proportionality constant given by the root- 
mean-square fluctuation amplitude. In this limit both S(t)  and 7*(T)  vanish 
at long times. 

A particularly interesting case is when the inhomogeneous width is com- 
parable to the root-mean-square of the fluctuation amplitude (A;n I2XkeT). 
In this case the interpretation of the simple two-pulse echo measurement is 
ambiguous [39, 401. Again, in the classical limit, in this region, 

and 
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Thus in this case the peak shift 7* does not decay to zero. Figure 17 shows 
three-pulse echo peak shift data for a dye molecule, IR144, dissolved in 
ethanol and a plastic matrix (glass), PMMA, at room temperature. At long 

G 
E 
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T, PS 
I I I I I I 

T, fs 
Figure 17. 3PEPS vs. T for IR144 in ethanol (solid line) and in polymer (PMMA) glass 

host (dotted line) at room temperature. Note that the three-pulse echo peak shifts are remark- 
ably similar for short values of T (bottom), but they are significantly different at longer times 
(bottom). The 2-ps time scale components (3 and 27 ps) present in the ethanol data are absent 
in PMMA, and the PMMA data have a large offset at large T (6 fs) indicating the distribution 
is static in the glass (inhomogeneous broadening). 
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times the peak shift in the fluid solution is very small (-1 fs) whereas the 
glassy solvent shows an asymptotic value of 7 fs (constant between 10 and 
500 ps), clearly indicating the presence of the inhomogeneous broadening. 

The decay of the peak shift (and the 7-dependent photon echo signals 
in general) is the result of the loss of the rephasing ability of the system. 
Dephasing, in general, is the consequence of nuclear degrees of freedom (be 
they intramolecular to intermolecular) being coupled to the electronic tran- 
sition, that is, having different equilibrium positions in the two electronic 
states. At high temperatures, there is no necessity for coupling between the 
system nuclear coordinates (Q) and the bath coordinates (4); that is, energy 
flow from Q to the q coordinates is not required. This picture makes clear the 
ensemble nature of “dephasing.” At very low temperatures where even bath 
modes are not thermally populated, coupling between the two systems is nec- 
essary for dephasing. An interesting analysis of temperature-dependent hole- 
burning data based on this latter mechanism has recently been provided by 
Small and co-workers 1411. For the present discussion, we will focus solely 
on a displaced set of harmonic oscillators giving p(w) ,  which may in general 
contain both intra- and intermolecular modes, as the origin of the dephas- 
ing. This model has much in common with the discussion of wavepacket 
dynamics in the previous section. However, solvent modes coupled to the 
electronic transition are likely to have a broad distribution of frequencies. 
Thus, impulsive excitation of wavepackets in these modes will rapidly lead 
to destructive interference in the ensemble and apparently irreversible relax- 
ation. However, an individual molecule is (during the period for which this 
picture applies) evolving freely with retention of its Bohr frequency. During 
this period, it should be possible to rephase the ensemble with an appropri- 
ately chosen pulse sequence. Third-order nonlinear experiments such as the 
peak shift studies described here are rather insensitive to the nature of initial 
dephasing, that is, whether it is Gaussian or exponential. We have used higher 
order (fifth-order) echo measurements [39] to show that the initial dynamics 
of the dye 1, l’, 3,3,3’, 3’ hexamethylindotricarbrbocyanine iodide (HITCI) in 
ethylene glycol are Gaussian rather than exponential for -80 fs [40]. HITCI 
has a significantly smaller contribution from intramolecular modes in the 
dephasing than IR144 and in Ref. 40 we assumed that intermolecular con- 
tributions to the dephasing were dominant. Further work along these lines is 
clearly desirable since it seems quite conceivable that, to borrow terminol- 
ogy from gas phase spectroscopy, “intramolecular” vibrational redistribution 
(IVR) between solvent modes may be rapid. If it is rapid enough, ultrafast 
dephasing [Eq. (22)] and solvation [Eq. (17)] can still occur, but rather than 
being Gaussian, the dynamics will be dissipative. Olender and Nitzan have 
recently provided an interesting discussion of this point [42]. 

The validity of a harmonic approximation for solvent modes over a physi- 
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cally significant time range has important implications for the use of instanta- 
neous normal modes (INMs) [ 11-13] to capture the liquid dynamics. Instan- 
taneous normal modes are attractive descriptions of ultrafast liquid dynamics 
since they allow a breakdown of the coupled modes into types of motion, for 
example, rotational versus translational and even in the former case further 
decomposition into motions about which principal axis the motion occurs 
[ll]. Indeed, an INM analysis of the optical Kerr signal of acetonitrile by 
Ladanyi and Klein [43] coupled with a similar analysis of solvation dynam- 
ics [12] shows that both processes are dominated by rotational motions and 
further that p(w) is essentially identical in both cases, providing theoreti- 
cal backing for earlier guess of Cho et al. that both optical Kerr and Stokes 
shift responses could be described by a common p ( w )  in this solvent [a]. 
Calculations based on computer simulations for water [45] and acetonitrile 
[12] suggest that the entire ultrafast component in the solvation dynam- 
ics of, for example, water (Fig. 2) arises from destructive interference of 
the harmonic normal modes and thus that this epoch is fundamentally non- 
dissipative. 

Returning to the 3PE peak shift measurements for IR144 in ethanol, we 
see that the peak shift (Fig. 17) shows at least four widely spaced time scales. 
Before discussing these time scales, it is necessary to make two comments. 
First, numerical studies show that the time constants extracted from peak 
shift measurements are remarkably insensitive to laser pulse duration [37]. 
The only significant effect of pulse duration over a wide range is to pro- 
duce an offset in the r*-versus-T curve [37]. Thus, sub-pulse-width time 
constants may be extracted with confidence. Second, we have already noted 
that Eqs. (28) and (29) are not accurate for T less than the bath correlation 
time. Numerical modeling, based on an assumed form for S(t) [M( t ) ] ,  shows 
that the amplitude of the fastest component in S(t) is overestimated, and its 
time scale underestimated by fitting peak shift data to a sum of exponential 
terms [37]. However, as noted above, the longer time constants obtained in 
such a fit should be directly comparable to those obtained independently in 
fluorescence Stokes shift studies. 

The peak shift data in Fig. 17 show oscillatory character, as is our first 
two examples (I2 and LHl). This arises from vibrational wavepacket motion. 
In addition, the very fast drop in peak shift to about 65% of the initial value 
in -20 fs results from the interference between the wavepackets created 
in different intramoleculear modes. This conclusion follows directly from 
obtaining the frequencies and relative coupling strengths of the intramolec- 
ular modes from transient grating studies of IR144, carried out in the same 
solvents (data not shown). Thus, by visual inspection of Fig. 17, an answer 
to a long-standing question-What fraction of the spectral width arises from 
intra- and intermolecular motion?-is immediately apparent. 
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The remaining components in the peak shift for IR144 in ethanol have 
time scales of -100, 3, and 27 ps [37]. The two longer time scales com- 
pare with 5 and 29.6 ps obtained by Maroncelli and co-workers in their 
recent very comprehensive fluorescence Stokes shift study of coumarin 153 
in a wide range of solvents [2], although in the latter case the amplitude 
of the slowest component is significantly greater than is observed here. (In 
methanol, however, both time constants and amplitudes of the two slowest 
components are in good agreement [2, 371.) These picosecond time scale 
relaxations undoubtedly arise from the dielectric relaxation process and can 
be quantitatively predicted from frequency-dependent dielectric data via the 
dynamical mean spherical approximation [46] or more sophisticated theories 
such as those of Raineri et al. [6] or Bagchi and co-workers [5 ] .  Simulations 
based on detailed molecular charge distributions [3b, 101 imply compara- 
tively small differences in dynamics between different (large) solutes, so that 
exact correspondence between the results of Maroncelli and co-workers for 
coumarin 153 and our own data for IR144 should not be expected. 

The ultrafast component in solvation dynamics was first observed by 
Rosenthal et al. in acetonitrile [3a] and methanol [3b] and by limenez et 
al. in water [4]. Optical Kerr [47], far infrared absorption spectra [48], and 
a large body of simulation [7-101 and theory [5, 61 also support the idea 
of the ultrafast component arising from librational (i.e., rotational) motions 
and dominated by the first solvation shell. Simulations and instantaneous 
normal-mode analyses imply that this ultrafast component is entirely Gaus- 
sian in nature and results from free (small-amplitude) motions of solvent 
molecules that can be regarded equivalently from single-molecule or collec- 
tive perspectives 1131. The ultrafast component in the peak shift for IR144 
has an exponential time constant of 61 fs. If S( t )  initially decays as a Gauss- 
ian, exp[-(t/~1,)~], our numerical modeling [37] shows that 61 fs corre- 
sponds to a qg of -100 fs. Similarly, we obtain 71g = 105 fs for methanol, in 
reasonable accord with the simulation of Kumar and Maroncelli [lo], who 
found 71, - 80 fs in this solvent. The fluorescence data [2] are recorded at 
lower time resolution; however, the average of the first two time constants 
of Horng et al. is 98 fs for methanol and 92 fs for ethanol [2]. In both sol- 
vents, the ultrafast (Gaussian) component accounts for roughly half of the 
total solvation energy. Very similar time scales for the ultrafast component 
are found in polar aprotic solvent, such as acetonitrile, chloroform, and ben- 
zonitrile 123. Of course, the slower components that involve restructuring of 
the liquid are strongly solvent dependent. In striking conformation of the 
harmonic model (or equivalently the “dephasing” of the broad spectrum of 
the wavepacket), even PMMA, a glass at room temperature, displays a simi- 
lar ultrafast time scale [49]. The amplitudes of the ultrafast component with 
respect to the picosecond components decrease with increasing size in the 
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n-alkanol series [Z, 371, but the amplitude of this component in peak shift 
data always appears larger than in corresponding fluorescence data [Z, 371. 

By way of summarizing this discussion, Fig. 18 shows the S(t) [= M ( t ) ]  
function that was extracted from the peak shift data, and its breakdown into 
intramolecular and intermolecular contributions. For data fitting we write S( t )  
as 

where the oscillatory term contains the contribution of the intramolecular 
modes [373. The Fourier transform of such a curve [see Q. (1 7)] corresponds 
directly to the spectral density pfu) .  The S(t) obtained in Fig. 18 can be used 

1 .o 

0.0 

0 200 400 600 800 
t, fs 

Figure 18. The normalized electronic transition frequency correlation function M(r) 
I= SO)] obtained from the experimental three-pulse photon echo peak shifts and transient grat- 
ing data for IR144 in ethanol: (---) total M(t); (...) ultrafast Gaussian component in M(r); 
(-) oscillatory component that arises from intramolecular vibrational motion. 
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Figure 19. Comparison of calculated and measured signals using the M ( t )  shown in Fig. 

18. (a) Three-pulse echo peak shift, (b) transient grating, and (c) transient absorption. A pulse 
duration of 16 fs (20 fs for transient grating) and a detuning of 250 cm-’ are used in the 
calculated signals. The peak near T = 0 in the transient grating and transient absorption sig- 
nals, usually refened to as the “coherent artifact,” arises from the ultrafast decay (sum of 
intramolecular vibrational contribution and -100 fs ultrafast solvation dynamics) in M I ) .  

to calculate pumpprobe (transient absorption) and transient grating signals 
for the same solvent-solute system. Figure 19 shows the comparison with 
the appropriate experimental signals. The agreement is excellent and reveals 
(as is discussed in detail elsewhere [37]) that the short-time portions of both 
transient absorption and transient grating signals also reports on the ultrafast 
component of solvation dynamics. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The descriptions given in the previous sections of ultrafast intramolecular 
and intermolecular dynamics are remarkably similar. Nuclear dynamics on 
chemically significant time scales and over chemically significant distances 
is often free ballistic motion, with apparently irreversible relaxation effects 
arising from averaging over the ensembles. Electronic phase in condensed- 
phase systems remains well defined for 50-100 fs, whereas the vibrational 
phase is often very robust, surviving well into the picosecond regime. In 
particular, the vibrational phase survives curve crossing, anharmonicity of 
potential surfaces, and substantial amounts of energy loss to the surround- 
ings. 

In this chapter we have exploited the above facts in our studies of molec- 
ular dynamics. In particular, the retention of vibrational coherence, that is, 
well-defined internuclear positions in the ensemble, allows chemical dynam- 
ics, such as bond breaking, caging, and so on, to be observed in real time. 
Not merely does this enable studies of chemical and biological dynamics 
to be performed at an unprecedented level of detail, but it also opens up 
the prospect of new classes of experiments. Ultrashort-pulse lasers enable 
creation of wavepackets on excited-state potential surfaces, and they also 
allow for the possibility of transferring a wavepacket with a selected position 
and momentum to a second surface. Jonas has pointed out that stimulated 
emission pumping can be exploited to position wavepackets on ground-state 
surfaces, perhaps moving toward transition states. Such an approach may 
allow real-time study of thermal reactions (i.e., those occumng on the ground 
state) as opposed to the photochemical processes universally studied at 
present. 

The realization that a significant fraction of the solvation energy in small, 
highly polar solvents such as water-acetonitrile arises from free motions 
has allowed intuitively satisfying molecular rather than the traditional con- 
tinuum descriptions of this aspect of liquid state dynamics. In particular, 
the instantaneous normal-mode approach provides clear insight into the 
types of nuclear motion involved and the number and location of the sol- 
vent molecules involved [11-131. Since no information is destroyed dur- 
ing the Gaussian period of relaxation, the ever-increasing sophistication 
of pulse-shaping techniques [501 suggests the possibility of much more 
refined studies of system-bath interactions. For example, optical correla- 
tions in static and dynamic properties may be obtainable. The response func- 
tion formalism described in Section 111 is not able, with current generation 
experiments, to distinguish between a single homogeneous response func- 
tion R ( t l , t 2 , t 3 )  and one that arises from a distribution of “homogeneous” 
response functions, that is, 
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where I’ might represent a particular liquid configuration and p ( r )  is the 
distribution function. 

The impact of coherent nuclear motion on studies of dynamics is, we 
hope, clear. However, since the coherent motion is observed only because 
ultrashort pumping and probing is done, the question naturally arises: Is the 
observation of, say, vibrational coherence in a reactive event of significance 
in such processes as vision or photosynthesis, which result in the natural 
world from absorption of incoherent sunlight? Aside from the somewhat 
obvious points that the time scales of energy relaxation and dephasing are 
frequently much longer than has previously been assumed and that if the 
process proceeds ballistically, the typical pictures drawn for, for example, 
isomerization reactions in solution are literally incorrect, quantum interfer- 
ence does significantly influence the time scale of curve-crossing processes. 
The standard Golden rule expression for a process is 

where a’ and 6’ refer to reactant and product levels and Pa‘ is the popula- 
tion of level a’, J is the electronic coupling, l(~’lb’)[~ is the Franck-Condon 
factor, and the dephasing rate rsu = 1/Tz is as defined in Eq. (3). 

Equation (33) assumes that raq,t is large compared to 21 (i.e., no elec- 
tronic and vibrational recurrences). In addition, Eq. (33) deals only with 
population dynamics: Interferences between different Franck-Condon fac- 
tors are neglected. These interferences do influence the rate, and the inter- 
play between electronic and vibrational dynamics can be quite complex [25] .  
Finally, as discussed by Jean et al. [22], Eq. (33) does not separate the influ- 
ence of pure dephasing ( T a  and population relaxation (TI). These two pro- 
cesses (defined as the site representation [22 ] )  can have significantly different 
effects on the overall rate. For example, when (TI)-’ becomes small com- 
pared to ( T a - ’ ,  Eq. (33) substantially overestimates the rate compared to 
the value calculated using full Redfield equations [22]. 

A critical point, in our view, is that performing experiments with short 
pulses allows one to observe the behavior of individual molecules by forc- 
ing the whole ensemble to “travel together” (this is literally what coherence 
means) until dissipation sets in. But when the process is initiated with inco- 
herent light, individual molecules behave in the same way as they did in the 
short-pulse experiment, except that now there is a stochastic distribution of 
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start times. This washes out any sign that, for instance, the molecules travel 
through a curve-crossing region ballistically. To take a concrete example, the 
isomerization of 1 1-cis retinal to all-trans retinal in rhodopsin proceeds with 
retention of vibrational coherence in the all-trans product when studied by 
ultrafast spectroscopy [ 171. Basing his argument on a simple Landau-Zener 
model, Mathies suggests that the ballistic first passage through a crossing 
region determines the relatively high (0.66) quantum yield of all-trans for- 
mation. He suggests that if the isomerizing rhodopsin lost its kinetic energy 
before reaching the crossing region, the quantum yield and hence the sensi- 
tivity of vision would be dramatically reduced. 

So far the retention of vibrational coherence has been emphasized. In 
transfer (e.g., electron or energy) processes mediated by bridge states (i.e., 
where superexchange processes contribute significantly to the rate), the rate 
can be sensitive to the time scale over which the electronic phase is main- 
tained. This is because the rate will contain contributions from terms only 
involving coherences between initial and bridge and bridge and final states. 
The rate of distribution of such superpositions will determine the magnitude 
of the contribution of these terms to the overall rate. This, as was origi- 
nally noted by Hu and Mukamel [51], is analogous to influencing the ratio 
of Raman (coherent) to fluorescence (incoherent) emission by changing the 
dephasing time scale. The work of Wiersma and co-workers [52] on azulene 
elegantly demonstrate this point experimentally. 

To sum up, this chapter has endeavored to show that chemical processes in 
solution often proceed in a deterministic fashion over chemically significant 
distances and time scales. Ultrafast spectroscopy allows real-time observa- 
tion of relative motions even when spectra are devoid of structure and has 
stimulated moleculear level descriptions of the early time dynamics in liq- 
uids. The implication of these findings for theories of solution phase chemi- 
cal reactions are under active investigation. 
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DISCUSSION ON THE REPORT BY G. R. FLEMING 
Chairman: V. S. Letokhov 

A. H. Zewail: I thought that on the femtosecond time scale the sep- 
aration of homogeneous and inhomogeneous relaxations is fuzzy. But 
now you are making a separation in definition. Could you elaborate on 
their meaning? 
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G. R. Fleming: A general way to avoid the semantic difficulties 
produced by these terms is to use a spectral density p ( w )  that contains 
all the time scales present in the system-bath interaction. A curious 
result of the fact that the short-time solvent motion is inertial is that 
the largest ultrafast contributions to the line broadening arise from a 
Gaussian component and that the slower diffusive motions give rise to 
Lorentzian broadening. This is rather the reverse of the conventional 
picture in which a “homogeneous” Lorentzian line is broadened by a 
very slow or static Gaussian component. 
R. A. Marcus: Prof. Fleming has shown, I gather, that apart from 

the behavior at very short times the harmonic oscillator approximation 
breaks down. Are there any implications for one current formal treat- 
ment of the liquid as a harmonic bath that interacts bilinearly with the 
solute? Did the discrepancy merely reflect the absence of hypothetical 
low-frequency modes? 

G. R. Fleming: Though I think a displaced harmonic bath can 
be a very general model, there is a problem in attaching meaning to 
the oscillators on long time scales. The instantaneous normal-mode 
approach provides an appealing physical picture on short time scales. 
The distinction is whether the harmonic bath is regarded as a basis set 
or whether the harmonic modes are viewed as having specific physical 
significance. This latter viewpoint can only hold at short times, before 
the liquid has restructured itself. 
E. Pollak Instantaneous normal modes are reasonable for short 

times. For long times, one may try to use a generalized Langevin equa- 
tion representation. Sometimes it will work but sometimes not. When 
yes and when not is not well understood for liquids. 

D. J. Tannor: The spectral density has a significant contribution 
from imaginary frequencies. Yet, if I understand correctly, these imag- 
inary frequencies are ignored in the calculation of the correlation func- 
tion. 

G. R. Fleming: The point raised by Prof. Tannor is not a problem 
in water. There, the solvation dynamics has to do with rotations and 
there are essentially no imaginary rotational modes. So leaving them 
out does not produce an error. In acetonitrile, rotational-type motions 
also dominate the solvation dynamics. There, however, the contribution 
of imaginary frequencies has been considered in Ref. 1. 
1. B. M. Ladanyi and R. M. Stratt, J.  Phys. Chem. 99,2502 (1995). 

D. J. Tannor: If one were to do the multimode harmonic analy- 
sis using Gaussian wavepackets, one would have no trouble including 
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the imaginary frequencies on the same footing with the real ones. One 
might imagine that the contribution from these imaginary frequencies 
will not be in the shortest time dynamics. The shortest time decay of the 
correlation function should come from the well dynamics, where the 
slope is steeper. The contribution from barrier dynamics should only 
enter later, due to wavepacket spreading, leading to irreversible decay 
of the correlation function. 

G. R. Fleming: The suggestion by Prof. Tannor that you can use 
imaginary modes to find longer time behavior is interesting. 

S. Mukamel 

1. Prof. Fleming, the expressions you are using for the nonlinear 
response function may be derived using the second-order cumulant 
expansion and do not require the use of the instantaneous normal- 
mode model. The relevant information (the spectral density) is related 
to the two-time correlation function of the electronic gap (for reso- 
nant spectroscopy) and of the electronic polarizability (for off-resonant 
spectroscopy). You may choose to interpret the Fourier components of 
the spectral density as instantaneous oscillators, but this is not neces- 
sary. The instantaneous normal mode provides a physical picture whose 
validity needs to be verified. Does it give new predictions beyond the 
second-order cumulant approach? The main difficulty with this model 
is that the modes only exist for a time scale comparable to their fre- 
quencies. In glasses, they live much longer and the picture may be 
more justified than in liquids. 

2. With regard to the previous question of Prof. Zewail: It is pos- 
sible to decompose the spectra1 density into homogeneous and inho- 
mogeneous parts. This may be done by parameterizing it using, for 
example, the Brownian oscillator model and then adding an inhomo- 
geneous distribution of these parameters. By doing so, it is possible to 
show how high-order response functions x ( ~ ) ,  x ‘ ~ ) ,  . . . , could provide 
some information not contained in x(3)  measurements. The nonlinear 
response function to arbitrary order x ( ~ )  was calculated in Refs. 1-3. 
New types of photon echoes that provide a multidimensional (electron- 
ically resonant or off-resonant) spectroscopy were predicted. 
1. Y. Tanimura and S. Mukamel, J. Chem. Phys. 99,9496 (1993). 

2. V. Khidekel and S. Mukamel, Chem. Phys. Lett. 240, 304 (1995). 

3. S. Mukamel, Principles of Nonlinear Optical Spectroscopy, Oxford University Press, 
New York, 1995. 

G. R. Fleming: Prof. Mukamel’s first point is correct. The value 
of the instantaneous normal-mode approach is to provide a molecu- 
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lar picture of the short-time dynamics. It is certainly not a necessary 
assumption for the analysis. 

Regarding the second point, as we have both pointed out, resonant 
third-order experiments are not sensitive to whether the response func- 
tion is homogeneous or results from the convolution of a distribution 
function in the parameters on which the response function depends 
with the response function itself. The nonresonant fifth-order exper- 
iment proposed by Tanimura and Mukamel, as well as seventh-order 
nonresonant experiments do have the capacity to address these issues. 
It will be interesting to see how these studies develop. 




